
  
  

 
 
 
 
 

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION INDUSTRIES 

PROPERTY SERVICES 

Criteria for  RBLI Accomodation 

 

1. Essential 

Applicant applying must be ex – UK Armed Forces.  (for those that have served in Commonwealth 

Countries there may be different criteria depending upon where and when they served).. 

 

2. RBLI Step-In 

All applicants must agree to engage in the RBLI Step in process. 

 

3. Criminal Offences 

a) It is a condition of admission that Applicants Users disclose all unspent criminal 

convictions and all “spent" convictions of a violent, sexual or extreme anti social nature 

as well as details of all police cautions they may have received. 

b) The general policy is that ex offender applicants will be treated on a case by case basis 

and depending on the outcome of our rigorous check may be offered a 

house/accommodation, but may not be admitted to RBLI housing if they have a criminal 

conviction for extreme offences such as for violent, sexual or extreme anti social crime. 
 

4. Sexual Offences 

Applicants placed on any official register of sex offenders, including the Child’s Sex 

Offenders Register and the Schedule 1 Offenders Register, will not be admitted to RBLI 

housing. 
 

5. Drugs 

Applicants who use or supply, or who have at any time used or supplied any prohibited 

drug, solvents, or other controlled substance unless prescribed by a medical practitioner will 

not be admitted to RBLI housing unless in the case of past use, there has been no such use 

in the period of 5 years immediately preceding the application for admission. 
 

6. Debts 

It is a condition of admissions that all individuals are free from any form of debt.  
 

7. RBLI reserves the right to have absolute discretion of admission on dealing with applicants 

for admission. 
 

8. Right to Change  

RBLI reserve the right to change or amend the admission criteria without notice or 

consultation. 
 

9. Transfer of Tenancy 

Tenancies may be transferred once to a Spouse only. 


